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Case Study: Relief Distribution to Needy People 

Overview
On 31st December 2021, the Rahat team successfully completed its 

12th pilot with a total of 20 beneficiaries, one vendor and three social 

mobilizers, thus providing aid worth of Rs. 30,000. The beneficiaries 

were underprivileged individuals from the Naxal area, the vendor 

was also from the Naxal area, and the social mobilizers were from 

the Rahat team.

The primary objectives of this pilot were to test the working 

mechanisms of the newly created Native vendor app as well as the 

existing social mobilizer app.

        OBJECTIVES 

● To test newly 
created Native 
vendor app with 1 
vendor & 20 new 
beneficiaries

● To test mobilizer 
app with 3 
mobilizers on pilot 
field

● To distribute QR 
cards to 
beneficiaries who do 
not have their own 
mobile phone

● To engage 
mobilizers on 
grassroot level to 
ease the relief 
distribution process 

Fig1: Vendor confirming the shared OTP with the beneficiary  
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Case Study: Rahat Relief Distribution 

Background 

Rahat is a digital Cash and Voucher Assistance (CVA) management system. It uses 

mobile-based blockchain tokens for emergency response and recovery programs for 

humanitarian agencies. Rahat is based on blockchain technology to enable cash & voucher 

distribution digitally by sending the digital tokens to the beneficiaries using the 

One-Time-Password (OTP) that is further verified by the vendors’ mobile app through a 

blockchain network.

Through the use of blockchain technology, it provides an auditable data trail and allows 

real-time tracking of the movements of funds. Every user data is recorded in the distributed 

ledger which can be queried by any user (Agency) in the Rahat Dashboard. 

Rahat dashboard contains information on token flow, projects, beneficiaries, mobilizer, 

vendors, and their status for project monitoring. In the Rahat app, Ethereum platforms were 

used as backends to control and verify the flow of tokens in CVA. The network has been a 

decentralized ledger (database) to store token transaction information.

PROJECT ACTION 

Analysis and Planning 

First and foremost, the Rahat team discussed its upcoming 12.0 pilot to carry out in Naxal. The 

pilot was carried out in collaboration with the Vendor Mr. Sujan Heju from Naxal area who 

was one of the vendor of our previous pilot on September 2020.

For this pilot, Rumsan served as an aid agency and few team members from same team 

played the role of mobilizers to get the grassroot level information. 
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Case Study: Rahat Relief Distribution 
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This pilot was undertaken with the objective of testing the newly created Native vendor 

app, mobilizer app, QR cards to underprivileged community of Naxal via the Rahat 

platform. 

                                  

1.Beneficiaries selection
On the basis of their poor economic condition and socio-economic status such as  senior 
citizens and single women. 

2.Vendor selection
On the basis of ability to use smart phones for using Rahat app, availability of food items 
and time flexibility, vendor was selected for this particular pilot.

Design and Development 
Rahat platform includes an online dashboard, a vendor app, a digital wallet, and a text 
message feature. Rahat as an aid agency use their online dashboard to onboard vendor 
and assign relief funds to registered beneficiaries in the form of tokens which was 
equivalent to the fiat currency. Similarly, vendor use the native vendor app on their 
mobile phones. 

Fig 3: Taking feedbacks from the vendor 

      
       Fig 2: Mobilizer explaining Rahat Process
                          to beneficiaries  
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Case Study: Rahat Relief Distribution 
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The main objective of this pilot was to test the native vendor app, which was being deployed to 

make the process more efficient. In each phase of the project, Rahat has collaborated with the 

beneficiaries, local people, social mobilizer, and vendors to direct and revise the design to 

address the requirements. Rahat embraces the interactive process and incorporates user 

feedback, resulting in a better user experience while using the Rahat platform. 

Deployment and Implementation

The Rahat team focused on undertaking pilots with local people and community members 

throughout the projects, which will not only benefit the underprivileged community but also will 

assist the team in designing and refining the product based on the needs and feedbacks given by 

those who participated in the pilot. The underprivileged beneficiaries included single women, daily 

labourer along with senior citizens.

Before starting the pilot testing, a basic training session was conducted with the mobilizer & 

vendor. The one-hour training covered the entire registration process for the mobilizer & the 

vendor on the mobilizer and vendor application respectively.

Fig 4: Vendor confirming the shared OTP with the beneficiary  
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Case Study: Rahat Cash Transfer

Monitoring and Evaluation

The pilot was started as the mobilizer entered the beneficiaries details through the mobilizer app. 

The details included the beneficiaries photo, name, age, gender, phone number if available.  Then, 

the beneficiary visited the vendor and provided their phone numbers (QR card in case of 

unavailability of phone) to the vendor, vendor charged the beneficiaries and received the token 

from them, and provided allocated relief items to them. This was real time monitored by agency 

through agency dashboard.  

The vendor was refunded with worth Rs. 30,000 in their bank account the following day, as 

specified in the MOU as redeeming his tokens back to the agency. In this way, the pilot was 

conducted and wrapped up.

Monitoring included survey with 18 beneficiaries including the representatives of beneficiaries, 

survey with vendor, and semi-structured observations of transactions through the evaluation 

form. One of the beneficiaries echoed everyone’s positive comment- “This is a very modern way of 

receiving Rahat (relief) which  is very effective for us as we don’t have to wait in line for hours and the 

process was clear and transparent.”
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Fig 5: Beneficiaries and social mobilizer using the Rahat platform 
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Case Study: Rahat Relief Distribution 

Results 
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Overall the Rahat pilot was successful, the vendor, beneficiaries and the social mobilizers 

were extremely happy to be the part of such initiatives. The Rahat platform which was 

previously used was not user friendly so for this time some updates were made on Rahat 

platform like on agency dashboard and vendor application. Similarly, mobilizer were able to 

track the beneficiaries through the new developed mobilizer app which was not developed 

during the previous pilot. 

Furthermore, the beneficiaries obtaining the OTP took less time than in previous pilots 

which ultimately reduced the time for the collection of relief items from vendor. This part of 

the process was taken into consideration due to lessons learned from previous pilots. 

Likewise, beneficiaries who did not have their own mobiles phones in the previous pilots 

had to use their relatives and social mobilizers’ phone which was resolved during this pilot 

with the introduction of QR code cards which were scanned by the vendor for transacting 

through vendor app and providing relief to beneficiaries. 

Fig 6: Taking feedback from the beneficiaries
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Lessons Learned and Recommendations
● Vendor registration and beneficiaries registration should be done one day before the pilot. Must 

address the technical difficulties such as the vendor not being able to download the app, so that 

they do not reoccur in future pilots.

● Strong internet connection is required for faster transaction from vendor to beneficiary.  

● Beneficiaries should be informed prior about the time the relief is distributed and also about the 

importance of bringing their phones when collecting rahat through the rahat platform. 

● Mobilizer should confirm the registered beneficiaries phone number and storage status of their 

phone before one day.

● Feedback form should be objective so, that it will be easy to take the feedbacks from the  

beneficiaries

CHALLENGES

● Vendor Registration was time consuming, since the vendor need 
access to download the app.

● Slow internet connection lead to slow receiving of OTP code to 
the beneficiary from vendor.

● Beneficiaries were unaware about bringing their phone during 
relief distribution

● Difficulty to onboard on-sight beneficiaries during the pilot. 

● Due to the subjective questions in the feedback form, it was 
difficult to collect feedback from the beneficiaries.

Visit the rahat.io
Website for more 
information.
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